


• MP1:  Make sense of problems and persevere in solving 
them.

• MP4:  Construct viable arguments and critique the 
reasoning of others.

• MP7:  Look for and make use of structure.

• MP8:  Look for and express regularity in repeated 
reasoning.



























What does 2581 equal?





I have a tendency to question 
the credibility of the author/ journalist: ‘Is he being 
bias? Is he wording his sentences differently on 
purpose to confuse us? What’s his purpose of 
writing this?’”



“You talked about math being interconnected and how we can 
find similarities between all different forms of math this 
statement makes me wonder what the world would be like if 
people never made those connections. 

This fact is why we need to learn math, because 
math fixes real world problems, and although a lot of us say ‘oh 
we are never gonna use this’, a lot of the time we do and we 
don’t even realize it.



Lately , I have been trying to understand math more 
deeply. I try to connect it with the world around me after 
fully understanding the mathematical aspect of it . For 
example , when I learn how to do steps in a problem , I try 
to see why exactly I do the step & what happens if the 
problem was different or what would happen if I never do 
the step



“This post really made me think deeply about my 
ability to take upon mathematics. Recently, I’ve 
been trying to change my fixed mindsets into 
growth mindsets. I’ve been constantly told that 
one can not be simply ‘bad’ at something. In order 
to be ‘good’ at something, it comes with lots of 
practice and the formation of good habits. Perhaps 
we can activate that part of our brain and become 
mathematical geniuses with good habits and 
practice.”











This is the graph of which trigonometric 
function?

a)  tan-1 x
b)  cot x
c)  sec x
d)  csc x



bx * by = 
a)  2bx+y

b)  b2(x+y)

c)  bxy

d)  2bxy

e)  none of the above































• Throughout my many years of mathematics, teachers have spewed at me various 
equations and formulas to use in solving a wide array of problems. With this 
barrage of material, I was never actually learning mathematics, as I was frantically 
and thoughtlessly memorizing seemingly obscure problems to receive nice 
grades. The value of education is not the grades one receives, rather, it is the 
knowledge one gains; 

• The “cool factor” of mathematics is omnipresent. Students must provide the 
instruments and teachers must strike the best sounding chords to achieve 
harmony. Instruments required include grit, enthusiasm, and willingness; what 
teachers must bring to the chorus is about the same. Learning is a shared bond 
that requires the investment and synergy of both ends, when one end refuses to 
cooperate, a cacophony of only grades being valued is the product. But when 
everything falls together, a harmony of knowledge, and satisfaction from it, is 
resulted– true education






